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Choosing the right tub
is as easy as 1-2-3.
Step 1. Select Your Tub, Color and Trim
Choosing the right tub begins with selecting the desired shape (Rectangle, Oval, Corner), size and color. The physical
dimensions (width, length and height) are commonly dictated by the space available in your bathroom. Refer to the Trajet
“Escape to Tranquility” handout for individual tub images and sizes or visit www.trajet.com.
Every Trajet tub is made of hi-gloss, easy-care, solid-surface acrylic that preserves color and resists stains.

Standard Tub Colors

Premium Tub Colors (Call for availability of additional colors)

● White

● Sandbar

● Biscuit

● Almond

Trim Colors
Choose a trim color that
complements your tub
color or select a designermetallic trim finish.

● Sterling
Silver

● Mexican
Sand

● Loganberry

Standard Trim Colors

● White

● Biscuit

● Almond

● Timberline

● Navy

● Black

Premium Trim Colors

● Chrome

● Polished
Brass

● Brushed
Nickel

● Oil-

Rubbed
Bronze

Step 2. Choose Your System
In addition to the Classic soaker, Trajet offers four
five versatile comfort systems tailor-made to create your ideal mode of
relaxation. Simply select the system and configuration that will be your definition of tranquility.
PRODIGY

FEATURES
White Spa Lighting
Chromotherapy
Lighting

MERIDIAN
Standard

Pump

7.5 AMP

9.5 AMP

GPM

86 GPM

101 GPM

Electronic
On/Off
Manual On/Off

Manual Multi-Flow

Standard

Standard

Back Jets
(# of jets depends on model depth)
Hip Jets
Calf Jets
Foot Jets
Knee Jets
Recessed Mini Back

1-2
2
2
2

1-3
2
2
2

Total # Water Jets

7+

9+

3.2" Diameter

3.2" Diameter

Adjustable

Adjustable

Controls/Pump Speed
Constantemp Hot Air Induction

Jets Size
Directional/Adjustable

SYMPHONY
EVOLUTIONINDULGENCE
TBM

TRANQUIL AIR

Standard
Standard
Optional Upgrade

Optional Upgrade

13.513.5
AMP Heavy
AMP Duty Pump 13.5 AMP
99 % Self Draining/Sanitizable
Easy Access Cleaning Ports
30 to 60 Hydro-Ports
60 - 120 GPM
60 - 120
GPM3 Speed Massage
Veraflow
Manual

High Performance 2 HP,
Heated, Variable Speed
Blower for Desired Intensity
of Massage.

Electronic
SpeedsEasy Touch Variable
EVOLUTION 1Electronic Easy Touch Variable

14+Adjustable
Hydro-Ports on each SIDE
Adjustable

1-3+

EVOLUTION
2
2

● Almond

14+ Hydro-Ports on each SIDE
2
4-6 Hydro-Ports on each FOOT
2
10 Hydro-Ports on BACK

1-3+
2
2
2
2
6

2
6
EVOLUTION
3
15+
14+ Hydro-Ports
on each SIDE 17+

4-6 Hydro-Ports on each FOOT
of 3.2" Adjustable Jets throughout
10Mixture
Hydro-Ports
on BACK
the unit with six 1" Petite Whirla Jets in a
2 HP Heated
Variable at
Speed
Blower
Symphony
the back

16 Air Jets
with Check Valves Positioned on the bottom
of the tub to allow
pulsating bubbles to deliver
the precise level of
relaxation you desire.
Sixteen 1/8" Air Holes
in Figure-8 Layout
Surround the Bather

● Almond

Step 3. Choose Your Options
Choose from world-class options and features that will make your Trajet tub a personalized therapeutic spa experience.
Trajet integrates the most popular and healthful spa options to work seemlessly (and effortlessly) with your whirlpool system.

●

Luxury Package
Select your options one by one or choose the convenience of the Luxury Package.
Trajet combines three of the most popular options into one reasonably priced Luxury
Package (see your sales associate for pricing). It includes the Ozonator, In-Line
Heater and a Bath Pillow. The Luxury Package is available on any whirlpool system.

●

Neck Pillow
Ergonomical, removable pillow adds convenience and comfort to your bathing
experience. The pillow rests securely on the top rim of the tub.

●

Neck Jet Pillow

The ultimate in comfort and relaxation. Melts away neck and shoulder tension while
you relax in your Trajet. Electronic touch controls offer varying massage modes and
● neck-massaging pulse speeds. (Available in whirlpool systems only)

Neck Pillow

Ergonomical, removable pillow adds convenience and comfort to your bathing
● experience. The pillow rests securely on the top rim of the tub.

Chromotherapy

Enhance your bathing experience with vibrant and soothing Chromotherapy. Whether
● it’s the refreshing green of springtime or the serenity of a clear, blue sky, the moods,
attitudes, energies and well-being evoked by Chromotherapy enrich your whirlpool.
Enhance your bathing experience with vibrant and soothing Chromotherapy. Whether
=
the Spa
Lighting
in the Meridian,
Symphony
and Indulgence
it’sUpgrade
the refreshing
green
of springtime
or the serenity
of a clear,
blue sky, the moods,
= Add Chromotherapy
to any TranquilAir
System.
(Not available
in Classic
or whirlpool.
Prodigy Series)
attitudes,
energies and well-being
evoked by
Chromotherapy
enrich
your

Chromotherapy

●

Aromatherapy
Awaken your senses with the energy, relaxation, romance and tranquility of
Aromatherapy. Aromatherapy is as effortless as selecting the mood that will kickstart your day or help you slip away to a well-deserved respite from the world.

●

Ozonator
Automatically sanitizes the bathwater continuously as you bathe. Removes common
chemicals such as chlorine, iron, and manganese that are found in your water system.
Safe and gentle to use, and is 200 times more effective than household bleach.

●

Grab Bars
Safety and style, molded of solid, high-quality acrylic. Available in solid colors or
clear acrylic with hardware to match your trim color. ● Clear ● White ● Biscuit
● Almond

●

● Chrome

Polished Brass

●

Brushed Nickel

● Oil-rubbed Bronze

Optional Jet Package
Customize your Spa experience with optional jet faces. Package of 4 jet faces,
interchange with any 3.2" jet throughout the whirlpool system.

Installer Options/Amenities
Features, options and accessories for the professional installation of Trajet tubs.

.

●

Tub Skirts (Factory Installed)
An acrylic skirt completes the tub with a crisp, clean, sharp finished look.
Eliminates the expense of tiling the front. Factory-Installed Skirts are custom
designed for many of our 5 and 6-foot models. They are made from the same
heavy-duty acrylic the tubs are molded from, with the same fiberglass backing.
Factory installed skirts are attached before leaving the plant and ship as one
unit with the tub. Factory installed skirts can be ordered with an access panel to
allow access to the pump for servicing the unit as required by housing codes.
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●

EZ-On Skirt (Field Installed)
EZ-On Skirts will fit any straight edge on a tub and again provide a clean, crisp,
finished look. They are molded from the same heavy-duty acrylic, are shipped as a
separate unit and are installed on the job site. (EZ Skirt does not allow panel access)
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●

Tile Alignment Flange
A flange waterproofs the seal between the tub surface and surrounding wall in
an alcove setting.
= An applied flange is adhered to the tub with double-sided tape and can be
applied to any rectangular or corner unit.
= An integral tile flange is available on select models.
= Trajet’s line of Innova tubs come with an integrated flange and skirt.
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In-line Heater
An In-Line Heater will maintain the temperature of the water as it cycles
through the whirlpool system. There are no adjustments necessary. After the
whirlpool is filled with hot water the In-Line Heater will maintain 104º water
temperature. To cool the water simply add cold water as desired. The heater
is installed at the factory, sits on top of the pump, engages when the whirlpool
system is turned on/off, and requires a separate GCFI.

●

on
tem.

TranquilAir (Air Bath) Extension Kit
Allows for the blower to be remotely located on a TranquilAir System,
lessening the noise in the bath area. Includes 9 ft. air hose extensions to
remote air system blower (clamps included).

●

Trajet Tubsaver
High impact styrene with foam
padded protection. Protects tubs
during construction and installation.
= Easy tear-away edges
for installation
= Foam padded for extra durability
and protection of tub floor

= Perforated, removable
drain hole
= High resistance to
construction scratches,
dents and spills
= Tough, 40 mil. high
impact styrene stands
up to costly construction
use and abuse

Trajet’s TranquilAir System
Recognized for the ability to relieve pain and improve the spirit, water therapy, also known as Balneotherapy,
has been known for centuries. Until now, this incredible experience has been reserved for a select few and
available only at luxury spas and resorts.
A Trajet whirlpool tub featuring the TranquilAir systems brings this luxurious experience to your home for
enjoyment and relaxation whenever you feel the need to make that personal, extraordinary escape to
tranquility. As a stand-alone system or the perfect enhancement to any of Trajet's whirlpool baths,
TranquilAir takes bathing and relaxation to the next level.

Millions of Caressing Bubbles
The perfect mixture of three of our most basic needs: Air,
Water, and Luxury. Trajet’s TranquilAir system is the next
generation of relaxation and invigoration. Millions of bubbles
of heated air gently surround you from 16 perfectly placed air
jets for a truly magnificent hydro-air massage.
The TranquilAir system’s electronic control allows you to choose
the speed and amount of pulsating bubbles to deliver precisely
the level of relaxation or invigoration you desire. Trajets
innovative engineering, expert craftsmanship and attention to
detail make TranquilAir the perfect addition to virtually all
Trajet tub models.

Hygienic
The TranquilAir massage system ensures that hygiene is always a
priority. Each jet has a check valve to prevent backflow in the air
passage. The air system remains clean because no contaminated
water can enter the system and stagnate there. For additional
protection, twenty minutes after each use, the system initiates a
one-minute drying cycle that dries out the jet valves, thereby
ensuring a longer life and perfect hygiene.
As light as air. As smooth as water. That’s the blend of relaxation
and invigoration found in every TranquilAir tub from Trajet.
Discover the style, innovation and craftsmanship that make Trajet
the choice of those who understand the value of self-indulgence.

●

TranquilAir Remote Control
Control all the luxurious features of your TranquilAir tub with
this water-proof, four-button, easy-touch remote.

Exclusive features
on every Trajet tub.
Designed, engineered, and crafted for a lifetime of enjoyment.

As you surround yourself in the most incredible home-whirlpool or TranquilAir bath experience
possible, we’re certain that you won’t be thinking about the silent, invisible engineering and precision
craftsmanship that makes your Trajet whirlpool the finest available anywhere. So, here are just a
few of the features that make your Trajet even more reason to relax, indulge and enjoy.

❹

1. Hi-Gloss acrylic finish. Rich colors stay like new
with a durable, highly reflective, long-lasting finish.
Easy care, resists stains, cracking and chipping
2. Two fill layers of hand-rolled fiberglass provide
superior adhesion, strength, and durability to assure
a lifetime of enjoyment.

❶

3. Heavy-Duty glassed-on base. Top quality waterresistant base material is "wet-glassed" to the bottom
of the tub for superior strength and durability.

❷

4. Glassed-in bracing. Trajet's innovative glassed-in
bracing and bracket system provides additional
structural integrity and superior rigidity.
5. Heavy-Duty PVC supply lines maintain a high water
velocity and constant flow volume. Supply lines are fully
encased in Trajet's Constantemp© Foam Insulation to
maintain factory engineered position and prevent low
pockets to eliminate water collection and stagnation.
6. Constantemp© foam insulation maintains water
temperature, reduces noise and protects plumbing from
vibration, sagging and assures proper drainage. Tested
at normal room temperature, heat loss is reduced to less
than two degrees over a two-hour period. This exclusive
Trajet technology reduces tub vibration and sound to
assure a quiet, satisfying, relaxing whirlpool experience.
7. Easy installation. Trajet's unique foam insulation and
fastening system anchors supply lines solidly in place to
prevent damage and misalignment during installation.

❻
❺

❽

❸

8. Fire Retardant. Trajet tubs meet or exceed all
national consumer fire protection codes.

Where water

comes home.
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